= 0 has no positive solutions for certain h , a by
We prove that Au + hu" studying the linearized equation ( A + hu". ' ) $ = e$.
In t h s note we show that some of the work of Gidas and Spruck [ 2 ] on the absence of positive solutions of it follows that u ( x ) 2 const I x I-(np2). Therefore where E > 0. But any potential q ( x ) < -const I x I-' +' gives rise to an infinite number of negative bound states by the rnin-max principle 151, so there is a contradiction when we identify q ( x ) = -hua-I. A may be replaced with a more general elliptic operator a,a,,(x)a, such that a,, E c2and positive definite for each .u and satisfying a growth condition
REMARKS. 1.

131.
2. h need only be locally LP with p > n/2. Also one only needs a weak solution with hum-' E L;,.
